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The World Meteorological Organization is expanding its use of social media as part of its 
communications and outreach strategy. WMO and EUMETSAT joined up for a twitterview, an 
interview conducted on Twitter, to explain the importance of the Global Framework for Climate 
Services ahead of the World Meteorological Congress Extraordinary Session 29-31 October 2012. 
 
 
Q1: @WMOnews What is the Global Framework for Climate Services being discussed by WMO 
congress? #GFCS 
A1: @EUMETSAT #GFCS is a partnership of providers & users of climate info like seasonal 
forecasts and drought monitors. http://goo.gl/xxHq1 
Q2: @WMOnews Why do we need climate services? #GFCS 
A2: @EUMETSAT Climate knowledge is needed for farming, water, disaster risk-reduction and 
health. http://goo.gl/lGs5a #GFCS 
Q3: @WMOnews Who will benefit from climate services? #GFCS 
A3: @EUMETSAT  Everyone benefits, especially those vulnerable in countries without weather or 
climate info. http://goo.gl/j1GmM #GFCS 
Q4: @WMOnews Will climate services help mitigate climate change?  #GFCS 
A4: @EUMETSAT Knowledge gives us power to plan and adapt to #climatechange and extremes 
like floods and droughts. http://goo.gl/OxRbg #GFCS 
Q5: @WMOnews How does satellite climate data help the vulnerable? #GFCS 
A5: @EUMETSAT Satellites, along with ground observations, inform on storms, oceans, ice, and 
help avoid disasters. #GFCS 
Q6: @WMOnews How will data from recently launched #metopb and #MSG3 contribute to climate 
services? #GFCS 
A6: @EUMETSAT #metopb #MSG3 provide continuity to our existing data records e.g. 
atmospheric temperature, cloud properties and ozone. #GFCS 
Q7: @WMOnews EUMETSAT has climate data records going back more than 30 years, how is 
this data being used? #GFCS 
A7: @EUMETSAT Products such as surface albedo (from Meteosat) used to monitor 
change/variability and as input to climate models. #GFCS 
Footnote: More information on surface albedo here: http://bit.ly/TcLrGD Data visualisation here: 
http://bit.ly/TPFtYI  #GFCS @EUMETSAT 
Q8: @WMOnews How do you see future generations of EUMETSAT satellites aiding climate 
services? #GFCS 
A8: @EUMETSAT MTG/EPS-SG will provide continuity for long data series & increased 
capabilities to monitor the whole Earth system. #GFCS 
 
Follow WMO on Twitter at https://twitter.com/WMOnews 


